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Abstract: The presented paper reveals an innovative device which is the Tuned Particle Impact
Damper (TPID). The damper enables the user change the dynamical features of the vibrating system
thanks to rapidly tuning the volume of the container where the grains are locked. The effectiveness
of proposed semi-active damping methodology was confirmed in experiments on vibrations of a
cantilever beam excited by kinematic rule. Various damping characteristics captured for different
volumes of the grains container and mass of granular material are presented. It is confirmed that
the proposed TPID device allowed for efficient attenuation of the beam’s vibration amplitude in the
range of its resonant frequency vibrations.
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1. Introduction

Devices that are able to attenuate unwanted mechanical vibrations have interested researches
and engineers for several decades. In the everyday engineering applications we can distinguish
various types of vibration damper designs. The most popular passive shock absorbers constructions
consist of viscous properties of elastomers or more or less sophisticated fluids or gels. Nowadays,
it seems that so called Particles Impact Dampers (PID) start to play an increasingly important
role in the field of vibrations damping. The classical PID principle of operation lies in inelastic
collisions of loose particles enclosed in the specially designed container or cavities. The Energy
dissipation mechanism is additionally related to the frictional contact of grains and the container
casing. The PID device connected to the vibrating element or structure absorbs a part of global kinetic
energy of the investigated system and reduces its vibrations amplitudes. The effectiveness of such
a damping strategy mainly results from coupling of friction and impact phenomenon. The energy
dissipation process in the most commonly used damping devices is generally related either to the
friction phenomenon or previously mentioned visco-elastic material deformations. Such mechanisms
increase the operating temperature and also the wear of material resulting in decreasing of damping
properties. Considering the aforementioned limitations, the use of granular dampers in which the
influence of temperature and material degradation is less important seems to be particularly interesting.
The additional advantages of PIDs are: they can perform in a very wide range of frequencies, they can
be made of recycled materials, economical aspect, the global mass of the system with grains moving in
the internal cavity is generally lower than the initial. All the previously mentioned features of PIDs
cause that such devices are very often applied in dynamic systems working in harsh environments.
The adjustment of damping properties in a considered group of shock absorbers is limited and consists
of choosing the right kind, consistency, shape and size of grains for the given application.

In world literature a significant number of studies have been carried out in the field of
granular dampers analysis. They are mainly focused on efficiency ([1–4]), optimization ([5–7]),
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applications ([8–11]) and modeling ([12–14]). An interesting problem is discussed in Reference [15]
where Particles Impact Damper is treated as a double pendulum striking element. It is confirmed
that such an object is especially effective to attenuate vibrations of various slender elements. Various
excitation rules and PID parameters are taken into account in experimental studies. Other papers
suggest, that the PID can be a part of alternative energy harvesting device [16]. In this case the
classical grains are replaced by a moving magnet forming the previously mentioned original energy
harvester. Taking into account damping of vibrations of elements operating in an extreme environment,
the reliability and durability of devices are extremely important. The typical example of such
an environment is aerospace engineering, where PIDs are especially popular. It is presented in
Reference [17] that attenuation of vibrations of highly sensitive electric circuits can be achieved by
PIDs. Application of granular damping seems to also be optimal solution in the case of taking-off
or landing of spacecrafts. Various modifications of classical PID designs are also investigated in
recently published papers. In Reference [18], the authors propose an innovative solution for the
semi-active Tuned Liquid Column Damper (sTLCD). Such a device is connected to the base structure
using the spring with controlled stiffness. The efficiency of the considered system is discussed and
different control algorithms are taken into consideration in the paper. Applied control strategies
enabled the authors to effectively tune the frequency of a structure. The proposed solution is especially
interesting in civil engineering where the increased danger of earthquakes exists. A lot of papers
dealing with granular damping discuss various modeling approaches and problems encountered
in the laboratory tests. Also experimentally determined damping characteristics are presented and
discussed in detail ([19–21]).

Despite the apparent simplicity of the PIDs fundamental working rule it can be concluded,
that capturing the real behavior of the discussed group of devices is rather complex. Previously
mentioned papers generally simplify the PIDs modelling process to the 1 or 2 Degrees of Freedom
(DOF) problems incorporating additionally external forces or equivalent damping parameters.
In Reference [22] or Reference [23] the complex dynamics of vibrating sphere particles is compared
to the dense gas flow. Such a solution allows to represent the damping characteristics by formulas
dependent on: a mass ratio, volume ratio, restitution coefficient and excitation frequency. The different
approach to the PIDs modelling problems can be observed in Reference [24] or Reference [25], where
the sophisticated numerical software is used to capture the real laboratory test results. In Reference [24]
an interesting original technique to predict the harmonic response of particle damping structure based
on ANSYS software is discussed. Other approach basing on Discreet Element Method (DEM) is
investigated in Reference [25] where the energy dissipation problems of harmonically excited elements
are solved numerically. To solve the classical inverse problem consisting of calibrating the selected
model parameters basing on the real response of the PID device various numerical optimization
techniques are taken into consideration. In Reference [26] the damper parameters are captured using
Artificial Neural Networks. The efficiency of proposed methodology was compared with two other
popular parameters identification methods - Feed Forward Back Propagation Network and Radial
Basis Function. An interesting practical engineering application of PIDs in the automotive industry is
presented in Reference [27] where a granular damper is used as a sound absorber. It is confirmed that
such a device is also suitable for increasing the driving comfort of the passengers. Granular dampers
are also used in suppression of vibrations in centrifugal field of gear transmission ([28]). In such a case
the tightly packed loose material is placed in specially designed holes in the gears. The reliability of
PIDs is validated by the comparison of real response of the system with the numerical DEM simulations.
The other grain based damping of vibration techniques being the alternative to the discussed PIDs are
so called Chain Dampers ([29,30]) or Vibro-Impact Nonlinear Energy Sinks ([31–33]). Application of
various PIDs seems to be especially interesting in the controlling nonlinear dynamics of slender and
light objects resulted from the unknown disturbances. Typical examples of such structures are wind
turbines ([34,35]).
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Reference [36] describes the effective damping of rail vibrations by adding a TPID consisting
of Tuned Absorber Mass and Impact Ball. The mathematical model, experiments and simulations
are introduced to establish the optimal damping parameters for the system. In the mentioned paper,
the authors analyze the effectiveness of the structure by separating the components of the damper.
Reference [37] provides the literature review over PID dampers. It presents various technical solutions
and modelling methods. They describe typical applications of the TPIDs, which however allow
to change the parameters of the attenuator, but require a significant human involvement aspect.
In Reference [38] a simple mathematical model of the vibrating system including TPID damper
described as a 2-DOF system is presented. The shock absorber model is mainly described by two
coupled parameters: equivalent damping and equivalent mass. Reference [39] presents the construction
of a damper named TPID. The gap (free volume of the system) can be manually changed by the
threaded lid. The research takes into account experiments, simulations and focuses on comparing three
types of dampers: Particle Dampers, Tuned Particles Dampers and Tuned Mass Dampers. Determining
the effectiveness of attenuation ability depending on the various excitation frequency and grains mass
is also discussed.

In the previous paper of the authors [40], the initial TPID concept was discussed. Preliminary
study is presented and discussed. In contrast to Reference [40], in this paper, the authors present
a significantly greater number of experimental results conducted for free and kinematically excited
vibrations. Based on the recent results it possible to determine the effectiveness of the TPID damper to
attenuate vibrations depending on the application of various grains material, variable mass of particles
and container volume and the excitation frequency. The main novelty of this paper is the presentation
of several different TPID intermediate states during a dynamic strategy of changing the container
volume. A mathematical model based on a nonlinear–exponential control function has been proposed.
A verification of the real system response and numerical simulations is additionally provided.

The authors of this paper state, that Tuned Particle Impact Dampers can be competitive to other
more sophisticated and expensive control schemes for industrial wind turbines such as proportional
integral derivative regulators. The overview of PID literature presented in the Introduction section
includes mainly passive damping strategies. The dynamics of attenuated by loose materials structures
can be basically controlled by grains volume ratio, mass of the granular material or the coefficient of
restitution. Although it was shown that PIDs are competitive to other damping techniques, up to this
point granular dampers could not be used as a part of semi-active damping strategies. In this paper
the authors propose an innovative Tuned Particles Impact Damping device. Its novelty consists of
the possibility to rapidly change the volume of the compartment where the grains are encapsulated.
This solution enables the implementation of a completely new adaptive-passive strategy of semi-active
vibration damping. The paper is divided into several sections. In the next one the idea of the Tuned
Particles Impact Damper is presented. In the third and fourth Sections the original test stand and
experimental results are discussed respectively. The paper is completed with a Conclusion Section
where the summary and the perspective research are revealed.

2. Idea of the Tuned Particles Impact Damper

Popular granular vibrations attenuators are devices introducing additional damping to the system.
Dynamic properties of such structures depend on many parameters, where the most important are: size,
shape and volume of the container, filling ratio of granular media, grains features like density, shape
and roughness. All previous studies related to the application of PIDs in dynamic systems assumed
that changing of damping properties can be achieved by passive adjusting of previously mentioned
parameters. Taking into consideration the advantages of semi-active methods of damping of vibrations
over classical passive strategies the authors decided to improve the classical PIDs and introduce the
Tuned Particles Impact Damper (TPID) enabling the user to adjust in the damping properties.

The present paper focuses on the revealing the extraordinary features of the TPID device prototype,
where rapid changes of the volume container allow for adjusting the damping characteristics of
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the system aimed in reducing the effects of temporary external excitations. The simplified idea of
investigated TPID prototype and scheme of experimental setup is presented in Figure 1.

Compressor
Air

TPID

Motor

Laser sensor

Data acquisition 

Valve (6)

Balloon (2)

Particles (3)

Plate (4)

Spring (5)

Cantilever beam

Kinematic exciter

Container (1)

Figure 1. Scheme of the tests stand and the Tuned Particles Impact Damper (TPID) prototype.

The TPID can be treated as an additional device that can be mounted onto (eventually into)
various mechanical systems to control their dynamical features, mainly to reduce their mechanical
vibrations. The TPID prototype considered in this paper consists of the container (1) having a varying
volume of the range (Vmin = 0.2 [dm3]; Vmax = 0.79 [dm3]). This volume can be controlled by
the balloon (2) located inside the container. The balloon in its initial state is deflated and closely
encapsulates the loose granular material (3) placed inside of it. In such a case the grains can be treated
as a concentrated mass located in a selected place of the system. At the same time discs (4) connected
with springs (5) limit the container volume to Vmin value. The balloon is additionally equipped
with a valve (6), the end of which protrudes from the container, enabling connection of the external
pump. Changing the pressure inside the balloon expands it causing the movement of the disc and
increasing the operating volume of the container. At this stage the granular material starts to vibrate
which results in two main phenomenon: inelastic collisions between single grains and interaction
with the casing. A further inflating of the balloon causes reaching the Vmax volume of the device.
The rapid changes of the TPID operating volume of the TPID device is a novel mechanism enabling
adaptive-passive or in future semi-active damping of vibrations strategies. The additional advantages
of the proposed TPID prototype are its uncomplicated design, high strength of its components and
finally environmental friendliness.

3. Test Stand

To reveal the extraordinary features of the TPID prototype, the special laboratory test stand was
designed (Figure 2). It was aimed to conduct the research on the kinematically excited cantilever beam
equipped with the TPID device. Various TPID damper parameters were taken into consideration
during the experiments. In the first stage of empirical investigations, to fully understand the features
of the investigated system the values of TPID such as the volume of container, mass of the grains or
type of granular material were systematically changed. Subsequently, the tip of the vibrated beam
amplitudes for the resonant range were measured for the various parameters configuration.

The features of the investigated system, including the geometry of the grains and the dimensions
of the test stand, are presented in Table 1. The range of laboratory tests included three different
granular media (Figure 3). The spherical shape of particles having diameter D = 6 [mm] were tested
in laboratory tests. Additionally, five different filling ratios (grains volume to total volume) were taken
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into account. At the current stage of investigations the authors did not concern the wear of grains
material process and its influence on the damping properties of the device. The whole research plan is
presented in Figure 4.

Data aquisition

LabJack aquisition card

NI aquisition card

Compressor

Laser sensor

Kinematic exciter

TPID
Cantilever beam

AccelerometerFrequency controller 

Figure 2. Test stand.

Table 1. Parameters used in experiments.

Component Parameter Value

Cantilever beam Size Length: 600 [mm], Width: 35 [mm], High: 2 [mm]
Material Steel

PID Size Length: 63 [mm], Width: 63 [mm], High: 200 [mm]
Material Plastic and steel

Grains-case 1 Size D = 6 [mm]
Material Plastic
Density ρp = 1000 [ kg

m3 ]

Grains-case 2 Size D = 6 [mm]
Material Steel
Density ρs = 7860 [ kg

m3 ]

Grains-case 3 Size D = 6 [mm]
Material Mixed (plastic and steel)

Volume1 = 0.20 [dm3]
Size Volume2 = 0.35 [dm3]

Balloon Volume3 = 0.50 [dm3]
Material: rubber Volume4 = 0.65 [dm3]

Volume5 = 0.79 [dm3]

The measuring system consisted of LabJack and National Instruments data acquisition cards.
The beam tip displacements were measured by Emron laser sensor and additional accelerometer
located at the end of the beam. The signals were recorded on a personal computer with dedicated
recording and analyzing software. The previously mentioned beam was clamped in a special handle
and mounted in the individually designed exciter (Figure 2). A special arrangement of gears, belt
transmissions and eccentric disks were transforming the rotary movement of the electric rotor into a
reciprocating movement of the exciter. The kinematic excitation rule including variable frequencies
(up to 60 Hz) and fixed amplitude level (±5 mm) were considered. The data was sampled at 0.5 kHz.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3. The investigated grains. (a) Plastic particles; (b) Steel particles; (c) Mixed particles.
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granular material container
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Figure 4. Research plan.

For rapid changes of the rubber balloon volume the compressor equipped with pressure sensors
was used. The volume changing of the TPID compartment consisted of inflating and deflating the
balloon that tightly filled the working chamber of the granular shock absorber. Recorded data were
analyzed in the SageMath environment based on Phyton programing language.

4. Experiments

In the laboratory tests the authors focused on determining original damping characteristics for
various operating parameters of the TPID device presented in Table 2. The impact of changeable
volume of the container is specially underlined. The main objectives of laboratory tests were to confirm
the usefulness of introduced granular damping strategy and to reveal the innovative adaptive-passive
method for attenuation of the investigated beam vibrations. Several excitation frequencies were taken
into account in experimental research. The whole variety of applied frequencies covered the range
before and after the resonance. Various vibration acceleration spectra acquired for different kinds of
granular materials were determined. The effectiveness of the proposed solution is especially visible for
the resonant frequency where the activation and deactivation of the TPID device caused reasonable
changes in the recorded amplitudes of the vibrated beam.

Table 2. Root Mean Square (RMS) of the displacement for various masses of the grains.

RMS [mm]
Volume [dm3] Mp = 0.1Ms Mp = 0.2Ms Mp = 0.05Ms

0.20 42.4 46.3 43.9
0.35 37.4 43.5 43.8
0.50 36.8 36.5 43.1
0.65 29.7 32.2 42.1
0.79 22.5 31.5 38.8
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4.1. The Influence of Container Volume and Mass of Particles

Five various volumes of the container were investigated in the laboratory tests. The lowest
value corresponds to the fully compacted grains. Such a case results in loading of the system by
the concentrated mass of the grains. The dissipative properties of TPID element is then reduced to
the minimum. For the maximum value of volume the vibrating grains can freely collide between
each other. Also the impacts of particles and walls of the container is observable, which results in
increased dissipative properties of the granular damper. Three different compositions of the particles
were tested. Consequently, three various masses were included in the described experiments. Typical
laboratory tests results are depicted in Figures 5 and 6. Root Mean Square (RMS) values of the beam tip
displacements (1) for various operating parameters were determined to reveal the recorded response
of the considered system. Additionally the RMS data are presented in Table 2.

DRMS =

√
∑n

i=1 ai( f j)2

n
, (1)

where ai—maximum displacement amplitude in “i” cycle of vibration, f j—frequency of excitation,
j—case number, n—number of amplitude values in each case.

Diagrams depicted in Figure 5a,c,e illustrate the effect of variable container volume for three types
(masses) of granular materials. The selection of appropriate mass of particles is of first importance.
This parameter can not be easily changed in the presented TPID prototype. At this stage of the research
it was assumed, that the total mass of the particles (Mp) was 5%, 10% and 20% of the whole system
mass (Ms). The second and the most important aspect is the volume of the container, controlled by the
volume of the inflatable balloon placed inside the casing.

Data depicted in Figure 5 confirm that changing the volume of the container may lead to reduction
of the resonance amplitudes. Lower number of particles (lower mass) is related to limited number of
“intergranular” collisions what obviously decreases the dissipative properties of the TPIDs (Figure 5c,e).
In Figure 5a,b it can be observed that the RMS amplitude for the case where the particles mass is 10%
of the total mass of the system and for the lowest container volume (Vmin) was 42.5 mm. The value
of the considered parameter for the maximum volume of the container (Vmax) was 22.5 mm, which
can be described as a reduction of vibrations by 53%. Lower damping properties were observed for
the remaining two cases of the particles mass. In experimental studies, in which the granular mass
was 20% of the mass of the entire system, the recorded RMS amplitudes for minimal and maximal
volumes were 46.3 mm and 31.5 mm respectively. Analyzing the presented data, it turns out that the
system vibration amplitude decreased by 32%. In a situation where the TPID damper worked with
the use of granules with a mass equal to only 5%, the reduction of system vibrations was much lower
than in the first two cases and amounted to 12%. Analyzing the RMS amplitude for all cases also
including the intermediate values of the damper volume, it can be observed that the amplitudes of the
system response change nonlinearly, and thus the vibration damping effectiveness is also nonlinear as
a function of the TPID damper working space variation. Switching “on” and “off” processes, which
involves increasing the initial value of the operating volume slightly changes the natural frequencies
of the considered system. This phenomenon is presented in Figure 5b,d,f. Nonlinear contact forces
occur during collisions between the granules and the damper container. In the considered mechanical
systems they are coupled with changes in the dynamics of the structure. The authors of Reference [7]
show that changing (increasing) the gap volume in the PID damper results in two main phenomena:
initially the reduction of the system’s frequency is observable, but after exceeding some specific
volume threshold value the increase in the natural frequency of the system is noticed. The reason
is the response of the grains movement, the occurrance contact forces and their duration in relation
to the moving damped system. In the previously mentioned paper such an effect of changing the
natural frequency is explained by a change of the effective mass. In the first range, the effective
mass of the system increases, and after exceeding the specified value of the gap, the effective mass
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decreases. The structure which we proposed is evidently operating in the first described range. Such an
observation shows some similarities between TPID and Tuned Mass Dampers. It can be stated that the
proposed design of novel TPID device ensures all the advantages of classical PIDs [12], [41] or [3].

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 5. Displacement waveforms (a,c,e) and RMS values (b,d,f) for various granular
grains compositions. (a) Displacements of the beam—Mp = 0.1Ms; (b) RMS of beam
displacements—Mp = 0.1Ms; (c) Displacements of the beam—Mp = 0.2Ms; (d) RMS of beam
displacements—Mp = 0.2Ms; (e) Displacements of the beam—Mp = 0.05Ms; (f) RMS of beam
displacements—Mp = 0.05Ms.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6. Displacement waveforms for various composition of the grains. (a) Beam displacements—steel
grains; (b) Beam displacements—plastic grains; (c) Beam displacements—mixed grains.

4.2. The Influence of the Grains Material

In this section, the authors focus on the influence of the grains material on the response of
investigated system. In Figure 6a–c various displacement waveforms in the resonant range of the
beam vibrations are depicted. At this stage four different volumes of the TPID compartment and three
compositions of grains (steel, plastic and particles mixture) were taken into account. In the experiments
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the constant mass of the grains equal 10% of the dampened system was assumed. Such an approach
resulted in slightly different volume of the loose material applied in TPID and in consequences the
changeable number of particles involved in the collisions.

Analyzing the data presented in Figure 6a it can be stated, that for the steel particles the energy
dissipation process is effective (more than 50% efficiency) even for small volumes of the damper
compartments. The main disadvantage of this type of material is significantly reduced controlling
process of the system dynamics. Changing the volume from the Vmin to Vmax causes a reduction of the
displacement amplitudes by approximately 20%. A different phenomenon was observed for plastic
grains (Figure 6b). In this case even the slightly changed volume of the damper compartment resulted
in changing the damping properties of the system. Increasing the volume value from Vmin = 0.2 [dm3]
to V = 0.35 [dm3] causes decreasing of the displacement amplitude by app. 30%. Additionally,
inflating the balloon to V = 0.50 [dm3] is connected to further decreasing of the amplitudes up to 50%.
Applying the Vmax volume of the compartment reduces the value of recorded amplitudes by up to
70%. Plastic grains seem to be a much more interesting material for the purpose of controlling the
dynamics of the investigated beam. Pumping the balloon, resulting in a gradual change in the volume
of the operating space of the damper allows for a smooth change of its damping properties and allows
for the application of this type of material in an effective strategy of semi-active vibration attenuation.
For the steel-plastic composition of the grains (Figure 6c) experimental results are quite similar to
the previously mentioned case illustrated in Figure 6b. Recorded amplitudes for the V = 0.35 [dm3]
volume are slightly lower for grains mixture than for the pure plastic particles. In the contrary
the amplitudes observed for V = 0.50 [dm3] are to some extent higher for the granular material
combination. Although the dissipative properties of the TPID device in the case of fully inflated
balloon (Vmax of the compartment) seem to be independent on the type of used granular material
(Figure 7), the plastic particles appear to be the optimal solution from the controlling point of view.

Figure 7. RMS of displacements for various grains materials.

4.3. Spectrum Analysis

In the literature, it is hard to find the spectral analysis for the vibrated objects dampened by the
PIDs. Such a situation results from the fact, that generally PIDs are passively calibrated to attenuate
vibrations in the resonant range. In this paper the authors present an innovative Tuned Particles
Impact Damping strategy, therefore the spectrum analysis seems to provide important information
about the dynamics of the considered system. In Figure 8 the typical spectral analysis obtained for
the constant mass of particles (10% of the whole system) and various granular materials is depicted.
The maximal volume of the TPID compartment corresponding to the best damping properties of the
device was taken into consideration. As the reference result the spectrum for the switched “off” state
(minimal volume of the device) is presented.
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Figure 8. Exemplary spectrum analysis.

Detailed analysis of the data depicted in Figure 8 revealed the significant decreasing of the
acceleration amplitudes of the first component. Additionally in the zoomed region the shifting
phenomenon of natural frequencies is observable. Similar phenomenon is observed for Tuned Mass
Damper class of devices. Moreover, the complex character of intergranular collisions and multiple
contacts between the grains and walls of the TPID casing results in insignificant increases of subsequent
component amplitudes. This observation seems to be the only disadvantage of the proposed damper
prototype. Nevertheless, it is worth emphasizing that the proposed solution is mainly intended for
systems operating close to the first resonance frequency range. In Figure 8 the authors presented the
whole spectrum including the higher frequencies. The basic intention of the authors was to focus
on the first harmonic as the TPID devices are developed to work effectively in devices that will be
subjected to such frequencies. The presented spectrum shows that the change of the material and the
filling ratio also affect the higher harmonics but it is less important from the engineering point of view.

5. Modelling

At the initial stage of TPID investigation the 2-DOF linear model (Figure 9), described by equations
of motion (2) has been selected to capture the real behavior of the considered system. The authors want
to emphasize the dynamics of the tested object in the resonant range for the TPID being in switched
“on” and “off” states.

MẌ + C1Ẋ + K1X + C2u̇ + K2u = 0. (2)

M =

(
M 0
0 Mp

)
K1 =

(
K + Kp −Kp

−Kp Kp

)
C1 =

(
C + Cp −Cp

−Cp Cp

)

C2 =

(
−C 0

0 0

)
K2 =

(
−K 0

0 0
,

)
where M—reduced mass of the system (mass of the container included), Mp—mass of particles,
K—beam stiffness, C—beam damping, Kp—TPID stiffness, Cp—controllable TPID damping.

Figure 9. Mathematical model.
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K, C and M parameters were identified for free vibrations of the investigated cantilever beam
in separate experimental tests. It was assumed that the value of Kp parameter is constant during
laboratory tests and results from the attachment of the container to the beam. It was calibrated basing
on the experiments conducted for the fully compacted particles that is, for the lowest volume value
(Vmin) of the TPID container. The Cp parameter values depend on the type of inelastic collisions
between single particles and the character of their mutual contact with the container. In the paper it is
assumed that variations of this parameter are the function of the TPID operation volume and can be
described as:

Cp = CTPID · A(t) + Cp0 , (3)

where CTPID-damping parameter for the fully opened TPID device (volume of the container is Vmax),
A(t) activation function (4), Cp0 -initial damping in the system (considered as the “intergranular”
friction forces acting in the switched “off” state).

The CTPID parameter was determined for the test conducted in a fully turned “on” state.
It involves the maximal number of collisions between loose material and container. On the contrary,
the Cp0 parameter value was captured for the minimal value of the container volume. Although the
mathematical model (Figure 2) seems to be simple, its complexity lies in the previously mentioned
complex phenomenon related to not fully understood interactions between internal particles.
The confirmation of this fact is the data depicted in Figure 10 where the logarithmic damping decrement
for the investigated beam free vibrations is illustrated. In Figure 10a,b the damping characteristics for
various particles masses and different container volumes are presented respectively. The characteristics
have been obtained on the basis of supplementary experiments. They consisted of measurements of
free vibrations of the considered beam initially deflected at the free right end by 30 mm. The release of
the deflected beam was achieved by burning out a thin thread attached to the tip of the element.

(a) (b)

Figure 10. Logarithmic damping decrement. (a) Variable particles mass; (b) Variable container volume.

Basing on data presented in Figure 10 it can be stated that the higher mass of grains results in
a more efficient energy dissipation process. Similarly, the higher volume of the TPID compartment
is related to the more effective vibrations attenuation. The next problem is encountered during
the volume changing of the compartment, that is, inflating and deflating of the internal balloon.
These transition processes are not fully recognized yet, therefore the authors proposed exponential
functions to reproduce them (Figure 11). The function (4) takes 0 value for the deflated balloon
(the grains are compacted and can be treated as a concentrated mass). In the contrary, for the Vmax

volume of the container the activation function takes a value of 1.
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A(t) =



0 ⇔ 0 < t < t1

(e
a· (t−t1)

α

∆α
t − 1) · (H(t− t1)− H(t− t2)) ⇔ t1 < t < t2

1 ⇔ t2 < t < t3

(e
b· (t3−t)α

∆α
t − 1) · (H(t− t3)− H(t− t4)) ⇔ t3 < t < t4

0 ⇔ t4 < t < ∞
,

(4)

where α—arbitrary coefficient (α = 3 was assumed during numerical simulations), ∆t = t2 − t1 =

t4 − t3—the activation and deactivation time (at this stage of investigations it was assumed that
inflating and deflating times of the balloon were the same) and coefficients a = b = 0.69 because
simplifying the formula (4) for cases t1 < t < t2 or t3 < t < t4, ea − 1 = 1.

Figure 11. Activation function A(t).

In the experiments, two various forms of activation functions were taken into consideration
(Figure 12a,b). They corresponded to changes in the compartment volumes from Vmin to Vmax in
∆t1 = 4.5 s and ∆t2 = 1.5 s respectively. The investigated beam tip waveforms for the resonant range
of excitations are depicted in Figure 13. For all described cases the plastic particles were involved.
Two various numbers of grains corresponding to 10% and 5% of the total mass of the beam were taken
into account. Additionally, different activation times, according to the data depicted in Figure 12, were
applied in the experiments. Moreover, in Figure 13 the numerical simulation results are verified with
the real response of the system.

The data depicted in Figure 13 reveal interesting information. It is evident that the activation of
the TPID device significantly reduced the resonant vibration amplitudes. The efficiency of granular
damper is strongly dependent on the number (mass) of particles being involved in the damping process.
On the basis of Figure 12 it can be observed that the larger amount of granular media increased the
dissipative properties of the system. Changing the mass of the grains from 5% of the total mass into
10% increased the damping properties of considered device by 35%. This phenomenon is apparent
for both damper activation times. The detailed analysis of data depicted in Figure 13 also revealed
some damping inertia of the system. For the case of larger amount of particles and applied activation
time ∆t1 = 4.5 s (resulted from inflating the balloon to the maximal volume) the ∆t11 time necessary
for the recorded waveforms stabilization was 5.4 s (Figure 13d). Similarly to stabilize the vibrations of
the beam dampened by lower number of particles (5% of the total mass) the same activation function
∆t12 = 6.4 s was required. Such observations were also valid for the shorter activation time ∆t2 = 1.5 s.
The damping inertia for this case was ∆t21 = 1.9 s and ∆t22 = 3.5 s for larger and smaller amount of
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particles respectively. It is worth emphasizing that the transition from the TPID deactivated into fully
activated state was relatively smooth. There were no uncontrolled increases in vibration amplitudes
during the balloon pumping process. Figure 14, which depicts the envelopes of registered waveforms
for various parameters of the investigated TPID prototype, can be a transparent summary of the
experimental work carried out in the paper.

(a)

(b)

Figure 12. A proposition of activation functions. (a) ∆t1 = 4.5 s; (b) ∆t2 = 1.5 s.

It is worth emphasizing that the proposed mathematical model of the system is quite reliable.
The verification between real experimental responses of the vibrated beam and numerical simulations
being carried out on the basis of Equations (2)–(4) revealed a satisfactory convergence (Figure 13).
The differences between real and theoretical waveforms for the “turned on” and “turned off” states
are negligible.

In the next stage of a research the authors examined responses of the kinematically excited
cantilever beam for various volumes of the TPID container (excluding turned “on” and “off” states).
Three various volumes of the device corresponding to volumes equal to 0.35, 0.50 and 0.65 [dm3]
were taken into account. Plastic grains having the mass equal 10% of the total mass of the system
were involved in the tests. The registered waveforms are presented in Figure 15. In Figure 15 also the
numerical simulation results, derived from Equations (2)–(4) are presented. Knowing the temporary
volume value of the TPID device the corresponding damping coefficient value Ctheo was calculated
Equation (3). Basing on data depicted in Figure 15 it can be stated that the model is capable to
capture the real behavior of the dampened system. To calculate the quantitative difference between
the theoretical and experimental responses the Eerror parameter has been introduced (5)

Eerrori = (1−
Xtheoi

Xexpi

) · 100%. (5)
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The Eerror parameter value decreases for higher values of the container volume (Figure 15). The list
of values of the considered parameter is presented in Table 3.

(a) ∆t11 = 5.4 s

(b) ∆t12 = 6, 4 s

(c) ∆t21 = 1.9 s

(d) ∆t22 = 3, 5 s

Figure 13. Verification of experimental and numerical data for various operational parameters:
(a) 10% mass of grains, 4.5 s activation time; (b) 5% mass of grains, 4.5 s activation time; (c) 10%
of grains, 1.5 s activation time; (d) 5% mass of grains, 1.5 s activation time.
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Figure 14. Envelopes of recorded waveforms for various operating parameters.

(a) Ctheo(1), Cexp(1)

(b) Ctheo(2), Cexp(2)

(c) Ctheo(3), Cexp(3)

Figure 15. Waveforms for various values of the container volume: (a) 0.35 [dm3]; (b) 0.50 [dm3];
(c) 0.65 [dm3].
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Table 3. Error parameter values for various volumes of the TPID compartment.

V 0.35 [dm3] 0.50 [dm3] 0.65 [dm3]

Error 6.5% 2.5% 0.5%

6. Conclusions

The novelty of the proposed TPID device is the application of a special balloon, that has variable volume
and is filled with granules. Through inflating and deflating the previously mentioned balloon, the TPID
device volume is shifted in a controlled manner, enabling the rapid change of its damping parameters—the
volume ratio of particles and container. Damping properties of granules made of plastic, steel and their
combinations have been experimentally tested. In addition, tests were carried out for various cases of
the container filling ratio and grains mass for the full range of excitation frequencies (before, in resonance
and after resonance ranges). Experiments confirmed that the proposed TPID damper structure retains the
advantages of standard PID devices ([3,5,7,22]). It was also observed that the type of grains material strongly
affects the damping properties of the granular damper. The particles are characterized by various physical
parameters, for example, Young’s modulus. Differences in values of the particles restitution coefficient cause
changes in the grains movement and collisions character. They also result in different values of contact
forces. Basing on detailed analyses of experimental data the authors concluded that the plastic particles
allow for a wide range of controllability and tuning of the system response.

Another parameter that significantly influences the dissipative properties of investigated TPID
prototype is the mass of the particles. Laboratory tests revealed that increasing the mass of granular
material being involved in inelastic collisions inside the PID container improved the damping features of
the prototype. Obviously some specific threshold value for the number of particles being involved in the
damping process exist. Exceeding this value will cause the limitations of free space for intergranular impacts
and consequently will lead to decreasing the dissipative properties of the system. This complex phenomenon,
dependent not only on the filling ratio of the TPID, but also on the shape of grains and container and
materials involved in contacts, was not discussed in the paper. Assuming too low a mass of granular
materials (insufficient number of particles) will not provide the desired vibrations attenuation effect.

The authors assumed that the Young’s modulus is the main parameter of granular material that
affects the damping properties. Defining in an empirical way the energy dissipation components
is a challenging task. At the current stage of investigations the authors did not conducted such
tests. The shape and changeable in time volume of the container make the described problem more
complicated. The TPID container was developed by the 3D printing technique. The applied filament
material is much softer than the grains material. The problem of investigating the container’s material
influence on the global damping properties of the system (TPID effectiveness) is important and requires
carrying out additional and time-consuming studies. Also crucial from the operational point of view
effects of grains degradation or temperature changes were not discussed in the paper.

The biggest advantage of the proposed TPID prototype is the possibility of adjusting its damping
characteristics according to various types of temporary excitations. Discussed proposition by simply
adding the expandable balloon to the classical PID device enabled the user to fully control the volume
of the grains casing (by the external pump) and in fact transformed the passive PID device into the
innovative semi-active TPID damper.

In the modeling section the simple 2DOF linear mathematical model was adopted. To capture
nonlinearities of the real system resulted from the inelastic character of collisions inside the granular
media the exponential activation function was proposed. The function confirmed its reliability not
only for the “on” and “off” states of the TPID but also allowed us to achieve satisfactory results for
various transient states of the device being inflated. The biggest differences between the model and
the real object did not exceed 6.5%.

In the authors’ opinion, the proposed TPID construction opens new perspectives for the innovative
semi-active, inexpensive and environmental friendly damping of vibrations strategies.
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